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Abstract. Volumetric and 3D tortuosity, curvature and asymmetry measure-
ments were assessed for the first time from magnetic resonance (MR) data
against ultrasound (US)-derived diameters, in a pilot cohort of 26 patients with
abdominal aortic aneurysm (AAA) disease. We demonstrated that MR multi-
dimensional analysis can better detect morphologic aneurysmal differences over
time compared to diameters extracted from US imaging, which is the current
clinical standard method for assessing AAA progression. Our 3D descriptors
correlated more strongly with MR volumes, compared to US diameters at
baseline and over time. Following further assessments in a larger patient cohort,
this multidimensional analysis may enhance rupture risk prediction and improve
clinical decision making.
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1 Introduction

Abdominal aortic aneurysm (AAA) disease is an important cause of morbidity that
affects up to 5% of men aged 65–74 years in Western Europe, with a mortality rate that
can be greater than 80% when rupture occurs [1]. In the clinical setting, decision
making must take into account significant risks associated with elective AAA repair,
with a 30-day mortality rate of up to 5% [2]. It is therefore important, that for the
clinical management of a patient with AAA, the risks of elective repair must be
weighed against the risk of rupture [1, 2].

The current guidelines suggest that the risk of rupture in an AAA increases with its
size [3]. Elective repair should be considered when the AAA exceeds 5.5 cm in
anteroposterior diameter, or expansion exceeds 0.7 cm per six months, or 1 cm per
year [4]. Despite these guidelines, up to 1 in 5 ruptured AAAs occur in small
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aneurysms (<5.5 cm), whilst there are many patients under surveillance with aneur-
ysms far exceeding 5.5 cm in diameter that do not rupture [2, 4].

Ultrasound (US) is the reference standard technique for assessing AAA diameter
growth rates accurately, with no radiation exposure and at low cost. However, other
than visual morphological assessments, it is not possible to provide additional quan-
titative information about AAA volume and morphology [5]. Computed tomography
(CT) data analysis has recently showed that AAA volume may better predict aneurysm
growth rate [6], whilst correlated more strongly with increasing estimated biome-
chanical rupture risk, than maximum diameter [3]. These data suggest that aneurysms
exhibit non-linear, discontinuous growth patterns and hence, morphological changes
beyond US-derived diameter growth rates must be assessed [3, 5, 6].

Magnetic resonance (MR) imaging is widely accepted as a diagnostic imaging tool
for cardiovascular diseases but its utility in monitoring volumetric as well as asym-
metry AAA changes has not been rigorously examined [7]. Furthermore, although
some AAA diameter and volume [3, 6], 2D tortuosity indices [8, 9] and asymmetry
[10] have been assessed (using CT imaging), more advanced multidimensional AAA
morphological changes such as 3D tortuosity and curvature have not been extensively
investigated.

We assessed growth rates and correlations between AAA volumes derived from
MR images versus US-derived diameters in a pilot cohort of patients. We also assessed
for the first time multidimensional 3D tortuosity, curvature and asymmetry estimated
from MR imaging versus US-derived diameters and MR-derived volumes in this pilot
cohort.

2 Methods

2.1 Study Population

26 patients with asymptomatic AAA (diameter 38–56 mm on ultrasound examination)
and with aneurysmal expansions <1 cm per year (24 males, 2 females), were retro-
spectively selected from the MA3RS study database (full cohort N = 350) [11]. After
informed consent, MR imaging was acquired in all patients. AAA volumes and mul-
tidimensional 3D geometrical descriptors (3D tortuosity, curvature, asymmetry) were
extracted from the MR images and comparisons as well as correlations with clinical
standard US-derived diameters were assessed.

2.2 Ultrasound and MR Acquisition

Standard US imaging was carried out in an accredited clinical vascular science labo-
ratory. Participants underwent US evaluation of the maximum anteroposterior diameter
of the abdominal aorta by an expert ultrasonographer using a 3.5 MHz linear array
transducer.

MRI scans were performed on a 3T Magnetom Verio scanner (Siemens, Erlangen,
Germany), as previously described [11]. T2-weighted multi-slice Half Fourier Acqui-
sition Single Shot Turbo Spin Echo (HASTE) sequences were used to identify the
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extent of the aneurysm and anatomical data were obtained using a respiratory-gated
T2-weighted turbo spin echo sequence. US and MR protocols were implemented for
baseline and 1-year follow up imaging.

2.3 Image and 3D Geometrical Analysis

Maximum anteroposterior diameters (US_Diam) were extracted from the US images by
an expert clinician. AAAs from MR images were manually segmented by an experi-
enced user, using dedicated segmentation software (SliceOmatic, TomoVision,
Canada). Regions or interest (ROIs) for the lumen, thrombus and aortic wall were
manually defined across all slices for which abdominal aortas were MR visible
(Fig. 1a, 11–25 slices depending on the length of abdominal aortas). MR data were
anatomically landmarked by an expert clinician and matching slices from the same
anatomical areas for both baseline and 1-year follow up data were analysed for each
subject.

Fig. 1. (a) Lumen (red), thrombus (green) and outer wall (blue) segments shown from a patient
with AAA disease at baseline. (b) Centrelines for Lum (lumen, with red) and Com
(combined = lumen + thrombus + outer wall, with blue) regions of interest, from the same
patient data set. (c) Tortuosity DM algorithm applied across 6 example centroids, where Lc1−n
and Lx (dot blue line) are the 3D vectors connecting consecutive centroids and end points in
centrelines, respectively. (d) Curvature measured by fitting osculating circles in 3D space. (e) and
(f) two different types of vessel asymmetry metrics (in c–f. the solid red centrelines represent the
Lum centreline, in f. the dot blue line shows the Com centreline). (Color figure online)
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AAA volumes and 3D geometrical descriptors were calculated using in-house
software developed in Matlab (Mathworks, USA). From the SliceOmatic data, the
centroids for the lumen ROIs (Lum) and the combined ROIs (Com = lu-
men + thrombus + aortic wall) were derived for all MR slices across all subjects
(Fig. 1b) and were then used to derive 3D tortuosity, curvature and asymmetry mea-
surements. AAA volumes and 3D geometrical descriptors were calculated for Lum and
Com ROIs and centrelines (Fig. 1b, each centreline connects consecutive centroids)
respectively. AAA volumes for Lum and Com ROIs are described as Vol_Lum,
Vol_Com respectively.

For 3D tortuosity measurements, the distance measure (DM) algorithm was orig-
inally developed for retinal 2D data analysis, as previously described [12]. To adapt the
DM algorithm for 3D tortuosity measurements, the lengths of the 3D vectors (3D
Euclidean distances) connecting consecutive centroids were calculated and summed
across both the Lum and Com centrelines (Fig. 1c, Lc = Lc1 + Lc2 + …Lcn). Fur-
thermore, the length of the 3D vector connecting the two end points of each Lum and
Com centreline was measured (Lx). DM tortuosity algorithm was finally calculated in
the 3D space for both Lum and Com centrelines (abbreviated as Tor_Lum, Tor_Com
respectively) by using:

DM ¼ Lc
Lx

ð1Þ

The curvature was measured for both Lum and Com centrelines (Cur_Lum,
Cur_Com respectively). To devise 3D curvature measurements, singular value
decomposition was used to fit osculating circles at each centroid in 3D space (see Eq. 2
and Fig. 1d). For the singular value decomposition, the following factorisation was
used:

A ¼ URVT ð2Þ

where A is an 3 % 3 matrix, in which each column represents a 3D centroid point
across the Lum and Com centrelines. In matrix A, the second column corresponds to
the local 3D centroid point in which the osculating circle was fitted, whilst the first and
third columns describe the 3D centroid points before and after the local 3D centroid
point, across each centreline. U and V represent orthogonal matrices describing the left
and right singular vectors respectively, with VT denoting the transpose of V. R denotes
the diagonal matrix in decreasing order. Following singular value decomposition, the
first and second unit orthogonal vectors in U were extracted and multiplied by the
matrix A. The product of this multiplication defined two 3D unit vectors which were
subsequently used to fit an osculating circle for each local 3D centroid point.

The radius of each osculating circle (r) is also the radius of the curvature (j), whilst
curvature equals the reciprocal of radius r (see also Eq. 3) [13]. The smaller the radius r
of the circle, the higher the curvature is and vice versa. (note: curvature is 0 for a
straight line because the radius tends to infinity).
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j ¼ 1
r

ð3Þ

Two types of asymmetry measurements were derived. The first type has been
previously described by Doyle et al. [10] and is based on calculating the perpendicular
distance from each centroid to the straight line connecting the AAA end points
(Fig. 1e). This asymmetry type was calculated for both the Lum and Com centrelines
(Ass_Lum, Ass_Com respectively). The second type of asymmetry is introduced by the
authors, defined as centroid asymmetry (Ass_Cen). The lengths of the 3D vectors
connecting paired (corresponding to the same slice) Lum and Com centroids were
calculated, summed across all centroids and normalised to the Com centreline length
for each AAA (Fig. 1f). In a vessel with no aneurysmal expansion, the lumen and outer
wall are approaching concentricity and Ass_Cen tends to 0.

2.4 Statistical Analysis

Statistical analysis was performed using R software (R Foundation for statistical com-
puting, Vienna, Austria). A non-linear growth model (NLGM) was used to assess
growth (for AAA expansion measurements: diameter, volumes, asymmetry) and change
rates (for 3D tortuosity, curvature), between baseline and 1-year follow-up data [3, 6]:

NLGM ¼ ðe12!L & 1Þ ! 100 %

year
ð4Þ

with L being a logarithmic growth factor:

L ¼ 1
t
! ln

Mfollow& up

Mbaseline

! "
ð5Þ

in which M is an US or MR estimate and t is the time (in months) between baseline and
follow-up measurements. The Shapiro-Wilk test was used to assess normality of the
data and comparisons were assessed using paired and unpaired Student’s t-tests as
appropriate. Box and whisker plots investigated growth/change rates across all US and
MR measurements. Linear regression and Pearson’s correlation coefficients were used
to investigate correlations between MR AAA volumes versus US-derived diameters,
and between MR 3D geometrical descriptors versus diameters and volumes (two-sided
P value <0.05 were considered significant).

3 Results

26 patients (2 females, 24 males) with AAA were included in the analysis. The median
time between baseline and follow up US and MR imaging was 12 months (interquartile
range (IQR), 11–13 months). MR imaging was acquired within 1-week from the day of
US imaging. The mean (SD) US-derived AAA diameter was 45(4) mm and 47(5) mm,
at baseline and follow up respectively.
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3.1 Growth and Change Rates

Increased growth rates were observed for all parameters describing AAA expansion
(Fig. 2). For US_Diam, median diameter growth rate was 3.32%/year (IQR were 0.00
to 8.56%/year). For Vol_Lum and Vol_Com, median volume growth rates were 7.18
and 8.23%/year (IQRs were 0.38 to 18.54, 4.59 to 13.67) respectively. The growth
rates for Vol_Com showed a significant difference versus US_Diam (P < 0.05). For 10
patients who showed no diameter increases, Vol_Com showed a significant growth rate
increase (P < 0.001).

Median growth rates for Ass_Lum and Ass_Com were 9.52 and 5.71%/year (IQRs
were −8.60 to 33.90, −9.92 to 24.90%/year) respectively. Ass_Cen demonstrated the
largest growth rate (median was 12.74%/year; IQR was −0.40 to 34.52%/year, Fig. 2).
The growth rate for Ass_Cen showed a significant difference versus US_Diam
(P < 0.05). For 10 patients who showed no diameter increases, Ass_Cen showed a
significant growth rate increase (P < 0.01). No other significant differences were
observed between growth rates.

Change rates for 3D tortuosity and curvature were not significantly increased (all
median values < US_Diam median).

Fig. 2. Growth rates for US and MR measurements demonstrating aneurysmal expansions
across all subjects (US_Diam: ultrasound-derived diameters, Vol_Lum: MR-derived volumes of
the lumen, Vol_Com: volumes of the combined regions of interest, Ass_Lum: asymmetry for the
lumen centreline, Ass_Com: asymmetry for the combined centreline, Ass_Cen: centroid
asymmetry). Significant growth rate increases in patients with no diameter changes are indicated
with *.
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3.2 Correlations at Baseline

Initially, correlations across all measurements were examined at baseline. Vol_Lum
and Vol_Com showed significant, strong correlations with US_Diam (Fig. 3a–b).
A significant, strong correlation was also observed between Vol_Com and Ass_Cen
(Fig. 3c, all P < 0.001). There was also a moderate but significant correlation between
US_Diam and Ass_Cen (r = 0.46, P < 0.05).

All 3D geometrical descriptors (tortuosity, curvature, asymmetry) for both Lum and
Com centrelines correlated positively (r = 0.51–0.59, P < 0.001), with Tor_Com
versus Ass_Com reaching the highest correlation (r = 0.83, P < 0.001).

3.3 Correlations Between Growth and Change Rates

Subsequently, correlation coefficients were investigated between growth rates for US
derived diameters and MR derived volumes versus change rates for all 3D geometrical
descriptors. The strongest correlation was observed between Vol_Com and Cur_Com
(r = 0.63, P < 0.001, Fig. 3). There were also moderate but significant correlations
between US_Diam and Cur_Lum and between Vol_Com and Tor_Com (r = 0.45, 0.50
respectively, P < 0.05).

Fig. 3. Significant, strong correlations shown at baseline (Vol_Lum: MR-derived volumes of
the lumen, Vol_Com: volumes of the combined regions of interest, Ass_Cen: centroid
asymmetry).
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Significant, strong correlations were finally observed between change rates of 3D
geometrical descriptors. Specifically, between Tor_Lum and Cur_Lum (r = 0.60),
Tor_Com and Cur_Com (r = 0.60), Tor_Com and Ass_Com (r = 0.71, all P < 0.01).
All other correlations at both baseline and 1-year follow-up growth/change rates
demonstrated weaker non-significant relationships.

4 Discussion

We investigated growth rates for US diameters as well as MR volumes and asym-
metries derived from a pilot cohort of AAA patients. MR-derived volumes and centroid
asymmetries demonstrated significant growth rate increases in patients with small
asymptomatic aneurysms and low US diameter increases. We also assessed all 3D
geometrical descriptors versus US diameters and MR volumes and demonstrated sig-
nificant correlations both at baseline and over time (between baseline and 1-year).

4.1 Growth Rates of AAA Expansion Measures

This is the first study assessing MR derived volumes and asymmetries against US
reference standard diameter measurements. The AAA structural integrity can be
compromised by fast AAA growth and may increase the risk of AAA rupture [6, 14,
15]. Monitoring the growth rate of small AAAs can therefore be crucial for decision
making in surveillance programs. In our analysis, we showed that MR-derived volumes
may better detect morphologic aneurysmal differences over time compared to US
diameters, the current clinical standard method for monitoring AAA changes. This is in
agreement with a previous CT study suggesting that volume can better predict AAA
growth rate than diameter [3].

Similarly, we demonstrated that centroid asymmetry, our novel 3D asymmetry
descriptor, can better represent morphologic aneurysmal changes compared to US
diameters. Centroid asymmetry can identify morphological differences beyond

Fig. 4. Significant, strong correlations for growth/change rates. Vol_Com: volume, Cur_Com:
curvature, Tor_Com: tortuosity, Ass_Com: asymmetry, of the combined regions of interest
(Com).
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diameter and longitudinal growths across the AAA (accounted for by volumetric
analysis), describing both areas of thrombus increases and aortic lumen dislocations
inside the AAA over time. Moreover, centroid asymmetry demonstrated increased
growth rate compared to asymmetry of the combined centreline (Fig. 2), which has
previously been suggested as a potentially useful adjunct to diameter using CT data
analysis [10].

In our pilot cohort, we also showed for the first time significant, strong correlations
between MR-derived volumes and US diameters at baseline (Fig. 3a–b), whilst
demonstrated that baseline centroid asymmetry correlated with both US diameters and
MR volume. The above correlations at baseline were not observed when the respective
growth rates were assessed, which can suggest that volume and centroid asymmetry
may follow different growth patterns compared to maximum US diameters (Fig. 2).
These results can suggest that MR volume and centroid asymmetry estimates may be
able to detect morphological abnormalities at baseline as well as changes over time, and
improve decision making in surveillance programs.

4.2 Further Assessment of 3D Geometrical Descriptors

Our analysis demonstrated that changes in the curvature and tortuosity are associated
with diameter and volume increases. The strongest correlation was observed between
MR volume and curvature of the combined ROIs. Although there was a significant
correlation between US diameters and curvature of the lumen, curvature and tortuosity
correlated more strongly with MR volume of the combined ROIs. Significant, strong
correlations were also shown between change rates of 3D geometrical descriptors
(tortuosity and curvature of the lumen, tortuosity and curvature, tortuosity and asym-
metry of the combined ROIs). To our knowledge, this is the first study assessing 3D
tortuosity and curvature algorithms in AAAs using medical imaging data. Previous
studies have mainly assessed 2D tortuosity indices [8, 9], or have focused in biome-
chanical analysis using peak wall stress [3, 10, 16, 17]. In the context of biomechanical
analysis, studies have suggested that AAAs predominantly dilate (thrombotic expan-
sion) in the anterior plane due to spinal cord constraints in the posterior direction and
thus, peak wall stress is frequently increased in areas of the posterior wall [3, 16, 17].
Molacek et al. investigated the elastic properties of AAAs by performing a distensi-
bility study using CT data and suggested that thrombotic morphologies may in some
cases act protectively against the risk of rupture [18]. Further investigation of our 3D
descriptors may provide additional quantitative information to biomechanical analysis,
for which cases thrombus morphologies may act as risk [16, 17] or protective factors
[18] of rupture.

In conclusion, we showed that MR multidimensional analysis can better detect
morphologic aneurysmal differences over time compared to US diameters. In addition,
our 3D descriptors correlated more strongly with MR volumes, compared to US
diameters at baseline and over time. Further evaluation is underway in our larger
patient cohort (N = 350) to further assess our 3D geometrical descriptors and evaluate
their ability in predicting rupture risk and disease progression.
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